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ABSTRACT 
Five po[yrneric film materials, Tedlar, Teflon, Kapton H, Kapton F, and a Fiberglass 
reinforced polyirnide, PG -402, i n  thicknesses ranging from 0,002 to 0.005 incli, were 
tested over a temperature range of -1 95' to 200°t in  the ilmacl~ine'l and transverse 
direction to determine: elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, three pzrcent oFfset y io ld stress, 
fracture stress, and strain to fracture. 
Vcrlues for the elastic modulus, yield stress and fracture stress decreased with increasing 
temperature for a l l  the materials, The fracture strain increased as the temperature was 
raised. Teflon and Tedlar had the greatest temperature dependence and PG-402 the least. 
At 2 0 0 ' ~  the Poisson ratio values ranged from 0.39 to 0.5; they diminished as the tempera - 
ture decreased covering o range of 0.26 to 0.42 at -195'~. The Poisson ratio appeared 
to drop below 0.5 in  the v ic in i ty  of the y ie ld  region. 
Shortening the gauge length Fiaorn eight inches to one inch increased the strain to Fracture 
and lowered the elortic modulus valuer. Teflon and Kopton H in i t ia l ly  tested at -25'~ in  
carbon dioxide showed anomalous results which were attributed to crazing. T l i i s  was elirn- 
inated by performing a l l  iow-ternperdure tests wifh l iquid nitrogen as the cooling medium. 
"Machine" and transverse direction properties were nearly the same for ?he unreinforced 
materials; the transverse properties of PG -402 were about 75 percent of the "machine" 
direct ion values. 
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The purpose of this experimental investiL ,n was to determine the values of selected 
mechanical properties of five polymeric f i lm materials ranging in thickness From 0.002 to 
0.005 inch: Tedlar, Teflon, Kapton H, Kapton F (a laminate of  Teflon and Kapton H), 
und a iiberglass reinforced polyimide, PG-402. Measurements under tensiie looding were 
made to determine: elastic modulus, Poisson ratio, fhree percent offset yield stress, 
fracture stress, and strain to failure, at six temperatures ranging from - 1 9 5 ~  to 2 0 0 ~ ~ .  
Specimens were tested i n  the "machine1' direction and the transverse direction. 
The elastic modulus values decreased as the temperature was raised for a l l  materials; Tedlar 
had the strongest temperature dependence and PG -402 the least. PG-402 was the stiffest 
material and Teflon had the lowest modulus values. 
The Poisson ratio measurements were characterized by a large scatter attributed to two 
sources. The firsf was a large experimental error, The second was an apparent variation 
in Poisson's ratio depending upon where the measurement was made. At the lowest stress 
levels i n  the purely elastic region the value was close to 0.5; as yielding began the 
ratio dropped to about 0.3. A t  2 0 0 ~ ~  o i l  the measured values fell between 0.39 and 
0.51. As the temperature was lowered the Poisson ratio values generally decreased i n  
ragged fashion. At -195 '~  they ranged from 0.26 to 0.42. 
O f  the four unreinforced maferiais, Kapton H had the highest three percent yield stress 
values and Teflon had the lowest, Raising the test temperafure lowered all the yield 
0 
stress values. There appeared to be a break i n  the temperature dependence a t  about 0 C; 
below that temperature the thermal effect was greater than above it. Due to the small 
strains in  the PG -402, the y ie ld  stress values were determined by the first deviation from 
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olortis loading. PG-402 hod no yield stress a t  2 5 ' ~  and above due to the specimens Frac- 
turing i n  the elastic region. Yie ld stresses were observed only below 25'~. The yield 
stresses of PG -402 were not as strongly influenced by temperature as were the other four 
polymeric materials. 
Fracture stress values became lower as the temperature was raised. Teflon was the weakest 
material a t  a l l  temperatures; Kapton H and the PG-402 "rnachinelL direction spocirnens had 
the hig hesf. strengths. 
For a l l  materials the strain to fracture increased as the temperature was increased. Teflon 
had the greatest duct i l i ty of a l l  the materials; PG-402 hod, by far, the feast extension 
a t  Fracture. The fracture strains of Kapton H and Kapton F, were relatively insensitive to 
temperature changes when compared to Teflon and Tedlar. 
There were oniy negligible differences between fhe "machine" ond transverse direction 
properkies for the Four unreinforced materials; with PG-4.02 the transverse property values 
were about 75 percent uf those for the ''machinell direction. A l l  property values for 
Kapton F were intermediate between those of Kapton H and Teflon and could be approxi- 
mated by the rule O F  mixtures. 
When several of the materials w e r  tested a t  - 2 5 ' ~  using carbon dioxide as the ref r iger~nt ,  
crazing occurred which morkedly altered the mechanical properties. Values for the modulus, 
yield, and fracture stresses wore abnormally low and the strains to failure were exception- 
a l l y  high. When l iquid nitrogen was used to cool the specimens and the chamber, the 
measured properties were coosistent with the results obtained af the other test temperatures. 
Due to size lirnifations o f  fhe environmental chamber, many tests were made using orie inch 
gauge lengths, These results were characterized by larger struins to fracture and, con- 
comitantly, lower modulus values. Correction factors were determined from tests made with 
longer gauge lengths and measurements o f  the testing machine "softnessM using fiduciol- 
marked specimens. The correction rnethods used are explained in  detail i n  Section 2.4. 
Etching Kapton H and Teflon did nct ~ r o d u c e  any ttrong changes in  the measured properties. 
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1 ,  INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this test program was to determine selected mechanical properties of' polymer 
film mats~.ials at va~~ious temperatures, For applications wltore tlio materials arc to ba 
subjected to stress i t  i s  important that the designer know what the properties are, so as to 
establish design allowables compatible with the moterial and i t s  intended use, The elastic 
modirlus musi be known so that the strain resulting From tlie applied load can be calculated. 
Along wi th the determination of the strain in the loading direction, the designer should be 
able to culculate the transverse strain; thus, the Poisson ratio must be known. The elastic 
region In polymel.ir: materials i s  generally small so that the elustic l imit must be known f.0 
the designer, Since i t  i s  often difFicuit to de~erminc ihe e x a d  siress at. whict-r u irlaterial 
departs from straigl~t. l ine loading, an offset y ie ld stress i s  customarily used. To complete 
the characterization o f  the meclionical properties of the rnatericlls, values for 
the fracture stress and strain at Fracture are required. If the materials are to be used at  
temperatures other than room temperature, then the properties musk be measured at the 
temperatures of il-lterest , 
Gencraily, tllesc psope13y values are not available i n  the litetntul-e i n  complete detail for 
the temperatures and specimen geometries to meet tho designer's needs. Very often, 
properties are reporfed for f i lm thicltnosses OF 0.001 inch wit17 the proviso fhat thickor films 
have essentially the same vclues. Data for the Poisson ratio are exceedingly rare in the 
literature. 
The investigation teeported here had the objective of characterizing five polymeric materials 
at the same time, using khe same procedures, with the same experimental variables, having 
specimen thicknesses the same as those expected to be used i n  service. Thus, selection of 
the rnaferial to be used could be based on u comprehensive knowledge of the relevant 
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mechanical properfles, In ordcr to accomplisl~ these taslts i t  was necessary to devo lop 
scvoral fmprovcd test methods. The First was a goad method OF cutting specimens that 
guaranteed dimensional integrity and provided cut edgcs free from flaws tliat could cause 
premature Failure. Second, specimen grips were designed and built that would not cause 
failure at the grips, as Is often the case with tonriile specimens that have no reduced 
gauge sectlon. Third, special atlentlon was given to flie alignment of the specimens 
through the use of ballrsacket iofnts imrnediatoly adjacent to the grips. It was Felt that 
good axiality and cancerrtricify of the grips would result i n  greater reproducililfty OF the 
Fracture stress and sfrain to fclilure. Furtlierrnore, the reduction of bending stresses in the 
specimen should provide a more uniform strain pattern in the doformled areas, Finally, a 
pliotographic method for measuring the longi tudirla l and transverse strains was developed, 
requiring: design of a patfern o f  Fiducial marks, a moans for applying marks that would 
survive Iemperature excursions and strains up to 500 percent, a method for recording the 
deforrnafion o f  the pattern, and a system for measuring the dimensionul charbges In the 
fiducial marks, 
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2 .  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
2 , l  MATER lA LS 
-
Five materials were studied i n  this program: 
a) Kapton H - A polyimide Film made by tho E.1. DuPonf DcNerntsurs and Co,; 
Typo 30OH; From Mill Roll No. 04493, I t  was obtained with a tliick~ioss of 
0,003 inch i n  a rol l  12 inches wide. 
b) Kapton F - a laminated Film made by DuPont, consistirq of a 0.002 inch 
-- 
layer of Kapton H sandwiched between 2 layers ( ~ 3 ~ 1 1  0,0005 inch thick) o f  
Teflon; Type 3001: 929; from Mill Roll No.  00809. I t  was obtained with a 
tofal tliickness of 0,003 inch in a ro l l  12 inches wide, 
c) Teflon - a fluorinated ethylene pltopylene Film made by DuPont, Typo FEP 
-
500A. Tho matet.ial was obtained with a thickness of 0.005 inch in a roll 
24 inches wide, I t  was not possible to determine the mil l  roi l  From which 
it was cut, 
d) Tedlar - a poly vinyl Fluoride Film made by DuPont; Type 200 SG 40 TR; from 
Sl i t  Roll No.  7E014140. I t  was obtained wifh a thickness of 0.002 irlcli 
i n  a rol l  12 inches wide. 
e )  PG-402 0/0 - a Fiberglass reinforced polyirnide made by the Mica Corporafion, 
Cu lver City, Cal .; From Lot No. 1 1 974-2028 -1 . The symbol 0/0 refers to 
no copper cladding. If was obtained in  36 x 18 inch sheets with a tliickness 
O F  0.0025 inch. The 1080 plain weave fiberglass cloth had a warp OF 60 
and a fi l l of 47; an amino silane finish was put on the cloth for better 
wetting during the fabrication o f  the PG-402. 
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2 , 2  CUTTING TEST SPECIMENS 
Tosi specimens, 12 inchas long by one inch wide, were cut using a double-blailcd tool 
dovelopod far thfs program, As shown in Figure 1, the cutting apparatus consists of a 
double-groovecl base plate, a clamping bar, and a block For mounting two razor blades, 
The grooves i n  tlic bottorn plate, which accept ~ I i o  razor blade edges, are separated by a 
Jlshnce of one inch, Tile width of tho clamping bar i s  one incli less tho thickness 
of ona razor blade (actually, fwico tlic half-thiclcncss of the blade) so that the cutting 
edges are one inch apart. Figure 2 shows the cutting apparatus assembled preparatory to 
cutting a Kapton 1 r;~ecImen, A strip of material several inclles wide, i s  la id on the 
h s a  plate. The clamping bar i s  then placed over it, positioned by two locating pins a t  
the ends. Tho bloclc holding the ruzar blades i s  then drawn along the clamping har wi th 
a slow, steady motion, To avoid introducing splits ar tears at the edges of the spocimsrls 
the razor blades wore changed frequently, Cut edges were examined with an optical 
microscope, but the shal law depth of focus prevented sat isfactory analysis. Random 
specimens were fhon examined i n  the scanning electron microscope, They were given a 
thin coating o f  carbon to render the surfaces elecfrica l l y conductive. Magnifications were 
varied from 50X to 500X and the specimens were rotated and t i l ted fo show ssveral views. 
Typical cut edges are shown in Figures 3-7, Tedlar (Figure 3) liad the "cleanest" cut in 
that i t  had the smoofhesf cut face and no burr was formed at the bottom where the blade 
left tho material, Teflon (Figure 4) cut edges were marked by a pronounced burr at the 
boftom surface and a sligl l t ly rough cut face. Figure S (Kapton H) sl~ows a somewhat 
serrated cut edge, with only a very slight burr. TIie Kapton F (shown in Figure 6) ulso 
has a burr a t  tlie bottom surface from the outer layer o f  Teflon. None of the specimens 
cut from the unreinforced polymer mafel.ials showeci edge defects that could be considered 
as sources o f  premature failure. The cut edge o f  PG-402 (see Figure 7)  was very rough 
because of the fiberglass content. 
"Machine" direction specimens were cut wi th their longitudinal axis parallel to the direction 
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i n  which the f i lm was produced and put on the roll. Transverse specimens were cut with 
their  longitudinal axis perpendicular to the 'Imachine", or roll, direction. 
2.3 SPECIMEN GRIPS 
Special grips were designed and made out of aluminum for applying a tensile load to the 
test specimens (see Figure 8). About two to three inches (depending upon material thick- 
ness) of material was wrapped around u 0.5 inch diameter spool which was inserted i n  a 
clamping device. To increase the coefficient o f  friction the spool surface was sand 
blasted, The clamps were locked in place by a thurrib screw it1 the bottom grip and by 
an Al len cap screw i n  the fop grip. The test specimen wus i n  the l ine of applied force 
between the crosshead and the load cel l  in  the top of the Instron Tensile Machine. 
Each clamping device was fastened to a bclll socket joint which provided an effective uni -  
versal joint immediately adjacent to the specimen grips, From other studies i n  these 
1 laborotories o f  the precision mechanical properties OF materials i t  was shown that this 
method of specimen alignment minimizes any bending in  the test specimen. A minimum 
load was always mainfained to preserve the axia l i ty  of the specimen. 
2.4 TEST PROCEDURES 
- - 
The mechanical tests were made on an lnsfron Tensile Testing Machine, With the ex- 
ception of those at  room temperature, a l l  tests were made in an environmental chamber 
bolted to the lnsfron cross head. Figure 9 shows the interior OF the chamber which con- 
tained the specimen, grips, tYJII-socket joints, and extension rods. Behind the specimen 
i s  a white panel used to provide greater contrast for photography. A 100-watt bulb i s  
hidden behind the upper extension rod. The fan (partially hidden) i s  used to circulate the 
atmosphere in  the chamber. A thermocouple i s  shown attached to the bottom grip assembly. 
A l l  room temperature and high temperature tests were made i n  air. Init ial ly, the -25 '~  
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tests were made usiilp compressed carbon dioxide as the refrigerant; however, crazing of 
the specimens (see Section 2.5) produced anomalous results, Thereafter, al l  low tempera - 
ture tests were made using l iquid nitrogen as the refrigerant. Specimen temperatures were 
continually monitored during the 15 minute soak time and during the course o f  the test. 
A minimum of  Five replicato specimens were used for each set of experimental conditions 
for tho maior tests made w i th  specimens cut i n  the 'I machine" and iransverse directions. 
Specimens that failed in  the grips giving spurious results were discarded, Occasional 
specimens that yielded anomalous results for no discernible reasons (no obvious flaws nor 
errors in testing procedures) were included i n  the results. 
Three replicates were used for the Poisson ratio tests which were made at the six tempera- 
turos for a l l  material; for "macl~ine" direction specimens only. Each of these specimens 
llad a four inch gauge length. Additional tests were made for the gauge lengfh studies 
and strain rate effects. 
Since the strip chart records a l l  the deformation i n  the system between the load cel l  and 
the cross head i t  was necessary to correct for the Ilsoftnessll of the machine. I n  the pre- 
sent context, softness of the machine i s  defined as conf.ributions to the apparent strain 
(measured from cross head motion) arising from extension i n  the grips and from linkages 
from the grips fo the load cel l  and cross head. This correction was obtained by comparing 
the recorded extension for 1 inch specimens wi th the actual extension determined from 
photographs of fhe Fiducial patferns. These corrections were made From photographs taken 
at high strains (near fracture) where addifiona! contributions from non-uniform extension 
near the grips could ha expected to be negligible. The fracture strair: was calculated by 
dividing the corrected extension by the original gauge length. 
Modulus values were calculated from the slope of the load/exfension recording made on 
the lnstron chart.. At  these low strains i n  the elasfic region, non-uniform extension i n  the 
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v ic in i ty  of the grips plays a particularly important role, An additiona! correction for iheso 
elastic strains was tliereforo required. T h i s  was determined by comparing tho recoreled 
extension in  the elastic range for 4 Inch gauge length specimrns with tho extension de-  
termined From photographs taken using fiducia l marked specimens, Thus when elastic strains 
were to be determined, tho machine softness and nun-uniform extension were first sub- 
tracted from the recorded extension, Straight l ine loading, or Hookcan beliavior, was 
l imited (except for PG-402) to a very short part at  the beginning uf tho curve. T h i s  slope 
was used to calculate Young's modulus, 
The three percenf offset yield stress was obtained by drawing a line parallel to the in i t ia l  
loading slope buf displaced by an extension equivalent to a tliree percent strain. The 
y ie ld  stress was calculated from the lcad at wliich that l ine crossed the ~~ecorded ttace. 
The fracture stress was calculated by dividing the loud at f r~c tu re  by the original cross 
secfional area. 
The majority of the bests were made clf a cross head speed of one inch per minute i n  corn- 
piiance with ASTM D - 8 8 2 4 7  (I-eapproved 1972) Method A, exercising the option of using 
a gauge length shorter than fen inches, Because o f  the great duct i l i ty of some of these 
materials and the l imited amount OF cross head travel i n  the er~vironrnental chamber i t  
was necessary to use specimens having one inch gauge lengths. To demonstrate the val idi ty 
of this approach, tests were made at room temperature for the four unreinforced materials 
using ASTM-acceptable gauge lengths (eight inches for Kapton H, Kapton F, and Tedlar; 
and four inches For Teflonj. In  addition, fracture stress and strain to failure data were 
obtained From the four inch gauge length Poisson ratio specimens. Results for the three 
different gauge lengths are shown i n  Table I (see Appendix A for specific values for khe 
eight inch gauge length tests). There it can be seen thaf reducing the gauge length 
lowered the moduius values and raised the fracture strains (except For Teflon). These two 
observations are consistent; i f  the short gauge length specimens are characterized by 
greater strains (for a given applied stress) than for longer gauge length specimens then fhe 
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TABLE 1 - Effects of Gauge Length, 2 5 ' ~ ~  Mochfnc Direction 
Measured 3% 
Elastic Yield Fraclurc Fracture Gauge 
Modulus Stress Stress Strain Length 
Material (psi) (psi) (psi) ( in .) 
Kapton H . 531,110 15,680 25,980 3 5 8 
426,820 14,150 28,940 5 8 4 
323,280 1 4,705 30,540 71 1 
Kapton F 366,670 9,920 20,690 8 1 8 
282,850 9,030 19,240 73 4 
208,190 9,280 19,500 90 1 
Teflon 68,410 1,950 3,580 35 1 4 
63,060 1,440 2,590 295 4 
48,710 1,770 2,650 317 1 
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rospectivo modulus values sliould be different. According to Table 1 the sliorior gauge 
length specimens had slightly lower values For tlic y ie ld stress and the fracture strcssas 
were not altered in  any consistent fashion. The rnodulus values in  Table 1 havo been 
corrected for macl~ina softness but liavo not hcon corrocf.od for tha non-uniform dcformat ions 
occurring in tlic gauge length, 
To determine whcfher the property variations listed in  Table 1 were due to strain rate 
effecls, tests wcre madc a t  a rnucli slower louding rate. A l l  the tensile tests reported 
here were made with a cross liead speed of one inch per minute and a gauge length of 
one inch to provide a struin rate O F  1.0 per minute. When the gauge length was in- 
creased to eight inches the strain rate was reduced to 0,125 per minute. Three specimens 
of Kapton H having a one inch gauge length wcre festcd with a strain rate o f  0.2 par 
minute (0.2 inch per minute  cross head spaed). Tt?o average rosuIts were essentially the 
same as those shown in Table 1 for tho Kapton H, one inch gauge length tests: 
modu lus 353,820 psi 
3% yield stress 15,000 psi 
fracture stress 30,330 psi 
fracture strain 72 76 
Thus, strain rate was ruled out as the cause of tlie property variations shown i n  Table 1 . 
2.5 CRAZING 
2 -5 I t  has been shown by a number of workers that a t  low temperatures approaching the 
boiling point of the cooling medium, polymers craze in  tlie presence of  nitrogen, argon 
or carbo,~ dioxide. Conversely, i n  helium or under vacuum, low temperature crazing does 
not occur. The effects o f  crazing on the tensile strength is strain rate dzpendent, At  
low strain rates the tensile strength i s  reduced (compared to that i n  vacuum or helium) in  
the presence of nitrogen, carbon dioxide, c r  argon, whereas at higher strain rates the 
tensile strength i n  nitrogen approaches that in  helium and may eventually exceed i t ,  
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6 Crazing is gonerally agrood to be nuclcafed by a cavitation process, Brown has recently 
davolopod a theory wlilch explains $ ' ( I )  the crit ical temperature above wl~icl~ tlm phcnom- 
ctnon disappears, (2) tho critical stress for nucleating a craze, (3) the effnct of strain rate 
on the yield point and size of tho crazes, (4) tho drop In  load during craze yielding, and 
(5) the increase in strength of the polymer in nitrogen or argon at high sfrain rates so that 
tho ultimata strength may excaed that i n  helium or vaeuum,ll The theory basically uses 
the fact that nitrogen and urgon can significantly lower the surface-Free energy of palymers 
(by up to 75 percent) when adsorbed at. - 1 9 3 ~ ~ .  By considering the stress concentration to 
produce a cavity, i t  was shown that the cond~tions for craze nucleation are favorable the 
greater the stress concentration at the surface and the greater the reduction in surface 
energy and yield stress by the nitrogen or argon. Subsequent to craze nuclaation, craze 
yielding and axpari~nentally observed straIn rate effects were sl~own to be determined by 
diffusion of nitrogen or argon to i4ie i-ip of +he cmze and tho subsequent ' i ~ndg ing  affect" 
of  the gaseous molecules. 
In the present work, the init ial testing o f  Kapton H and Teflon at - 2 5 ' ~  was carried out 
in carbon dioxide. Since crazing is  usually observed at temperatures close to the boiling 
point of the cooling medium, i t  was felt that carbon dioxide could be used at - 2 5 ' ~  
without causing crazing. The results obtained are summarized in 'Tchle 2. The modulus, 
yield and Fracture stress values tneasured on Kapton H were considerably lower than was 
expected at this temperature. The tests were thcrefore repeated using nitrogen as the 
cooling medium. These properties (presented in Section 3) are also included in  Table 2 
(see Apparidix B for specific values). The values of tho elastic modulus, yield stress, and 
fracture stress for Kapton H specimens tesfed in carbon dioxide were about 50 percent 
lower than those tested i n  nitrogen. The fracture strains observed were about 20 percent 
greater in carbon dioxide compared to nifrogen. The decrease in yield stress and fracture 
i s  typical o f  crazing, and the slight increase in strain to fracture i s  not unusual in crazed 
materials, The decrease in the tensile modulus i s  not oFten associated with crazing, 
since the latter phenomenon i s  usually associated with surface diFfusion into the pol yrner. 
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TABLE 2 - Effocb of Testing in  Carbon Dioxide and in Nifrpon, 
1 ,0 i nc l~  Gauge Longtll, Machine Dlrection, -25 C 
Measured 3% 
Elastic Yield Fracture Fracture 
Modulus S tross Stress Strain 
Material (psi) (PSI)  (psi> (%) Refrigerant 
Teflon 59,600 3,260 6,400 505 C02 
Teflon 129,290 2,750 4,530 303 N2 
Kapton H 194,890 8,100 16,150 66 C02 
Kapton M 295,710 10,340 23,490 9 6 N2 
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The large decrease in the tensile modulus indicates that. gross diffusion of the carbon 
dioxide into the body of the Kaptsn H had probably occurred and since the specimen 
thickness was only 0.003 inch, t h i s  i s  not unreasonable. In summary, the bohavior of 
Kapton H at - 2 5 ' ~  in CI carbon dioxide atmosphere shows typical crazing behavior. It 
occurs a t  an unusually high temperature and the reduction in the modulus values indicate 
possible diffusion into the bulk of the film. 
The results obtained on Teflon (Table 2) are unusual in that the values of y ie ld stress, 
fracture stress and the fraction strain a l l  increased i n  carbon dioxide compared with 
nitrogen. The modulus, on the other hand, decreased which indicates diffusion into the 
bulk of the Film,; but the increase in the other three parameters i s  not consistent with 
crazing fheory. Since the scope of  the program djd not allow for a study af these effects, 
testing in carbon dioxide was discontinued and a l l  subsequent low temperature testing was 
performed i n  nitrogen, The effects o f  tesfit-rg in carbon dioxide, as outlined above, should 
be further studied For a complete explanalion of the observed phenomena. 
2.6 POISSON RATIO 
To calculate the Poisson ratio, a Fiducial pattern was photographed during the stress-strain 
tesis. The patfern (see Figure 10) consisted of an orthogonal array of 'lplus signs" on 0.1 
inch centers. Each arm of the 'IpIus signsi1 was 0.080 inch long. The center line of the 
first column of "plus signs" was 0.050 inch from the cut edge of the specimen; and the 
tenth and last column was also 0.050 inch from the other cut edge. The total army o f  
"plus signs" was one inch wide by four inches long, 
Several methods of applying the pattern were evaluated. A stainless steel mask, 0.002 
inch thick, was used as a stencil for spraying, The resulting pattern was unsafisfactory 
because the paint was not uniformly deposited and did not replicate the l'plus signs" 
faithfully, Brushing the ink through the stencil also resutted in a poor pattern; i n  addi- 
tion, the l i fe of the stencil was only a few transfers. Finally, a silk screen mefhod was 
edge of 
specimen 
FIGURE 10 - Dimensions of "Plus Signs" Used as Fiducial Pattern 
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7 8 
used succossFully + Two inits wcre evaluated (a black epoxy ink and a black screening 
9 ink ) by applying them to samples of each material and then subjecting tlie patterns fo 
large extensions and to temperature extremes o f  -195' and 200'~. The epoxy ink was 
so strong that the "plus signs1' would not strotcli wi lh  tho specimen, rather, they popped 
off t l ~ o  specimen intact. Tho adliesion of the regular s i l l c  screening ink to the Kapton HI 
Tedlar and PG402 wcrs greater than tllo tensile fracture stress of the ink, Thus, as the 
specimen stl-etched, the ink cracked and faithfully followed the deformation o f  the test 
specimen. Ternperatt~re cycling had no doleterious effect on a i t l ~e r  of tho inks. Adhesion 
of the inks to TeFlon and Kapton F wus very weak, ThcreFore, i t  was necessary to etch 
tlie surface o f  the Teflnn to obtain adequate adhesion of tho silk screen ink. Each 
Poisson ratio spe.simen of Teflon and Kapton F was etchcd far  60 seconds i n  Clierngrip 
Treating ~ ~ e n t ' ' .  This treatment did not reduce the thickness of the materials and did 
not alter the mechanical properties in  any significanf fashion (see Tables 3 and 4). 
Etching produced a l ight frosty appearance and reduced the transparency of the Teflon, 
The fiducial army was photographed using a tripod-mounted 35mm Pentax camera fitted 
with u lOOrnrn f/4 bellow Takumal. lens, A shutter speed of 1/8 second was used through- 
out. Each t ime a photograph was talcen, a signaI"pip1' was marked on the lnstron load/ 
time recording +race 50 thaf the deformation patterns could be coordinated with longi- 
tudinal strain or stress it1 the specimen. Kodtrk Plus X f i lm was used with Acufino devel- 
oper diluted one-to-fhree. 911 tests, except those at 25'~,  were made inride an environ- 
mental chamber. Photographs were talcen through the double glass window with a 
specimen-to-camera distance of 15 inches. Heafcr tapes had to be mounted on the inside 
glass window to prevent the bui ld up of frost at - 1 0 0 ~ ~  and -195'~. 
A base-line photograph was made for each specimen before applying the load. Two or 
three photographs were made prior to the estimated three percent yield stress and another 
three to four were made before Fracture occurred. Typical photographs of fiducial patterns 
are shown in  Figures 11 and 12 for tlie four inch gauge lengtti specimens. Photographs of 
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TABLE 3 - EFFects of Etching Kapton F, 1 inch Gauge Length, 
Machine Direction, Average Values (3 rep1 icates) 
Test Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Stress Strain 
(Oc) (psi) Etched 
200 12,440 1 39 Yes 
12,910 161 no 
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TABLE 4 - Effects of  Etching Teflon, 1 inch Gauge Length, 
Machine Direction, Average Values (3 replIcatos) 
Test Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Stress Strain ("c I (psi) (%f Etched 
200 430 327 Yes 
51 0 378 no 

FIGURE 12a - Kopton H, 1 0 0 ~ ~ .  Bose-Line F iduch l  
Patfern Four Inch Gauge Length (no sfrain) 
FIGURE 12b - Same Pattern After 14 Percent Strain 
FIGURE 12c - Same Pattern After 32 Percent Strain 
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the Fiducial pattern distortion of a one inch gauge length specimen are shown in  Figure 13. 
Each negative to be measured was cut from the strip and placed in a glass-sided frame for 
projection on a wall, On tlie specimen the distance between adjacent "plus signs" was 
0,1 inch (2.54 mm), when prciected that distsnce was usually about 40 mm. Greater 
projector-to-wall distances to  increase the magnification did not improve tlie accuracy of 
the measurements because the increased fuzziness o f  the edge of the bright "plus signs" 
made i f  diff icult to see the demarcafian between light and darlc. The entiro four-inch 
array of "plus signs" was photographed; but only the central 6 x 6 section of "plus signs" 
was measured. Measurenrents were made of six "plus signs" in the I1rnachine" and trans- 
verse directions. Three measurements were made, alternately, i n  each direction across 
the same set OF fiducial marks and the individual results averaged. Differences i n  the 
rneasuretneni.~ between the base-tine negative and that of the first negative taken in fhe 
elastic region were used to calculate the longitudinal and transverse strains and, then, 
the Poisson ratio, The distances between adjacent plus signs, in each direction, were 
used as the respective gauge lengths. The unreinforced specimens were characterized by 
vary low elastic limits so that the firsf strain measurements offen included some plastic 
flow; however, these stress levels were well below the three percent yield stress. It was 
often diff icult to align the specimens and apply the ini t ial  loads at high temperatures 
withouf. imparting a permanent set to the specimen. This occurence was recognized when 
the base-line longitudinal and transverse gauge lengths were differenf. 
From the Iongitudinai strain data and a knowledge of the stress level at which the photo- 
graph was made, i t  was possible to calculate Young's modulus, The ratio of transverse to 
longitudinal strains was also determined for stress levels greater than the three percent 
yield stress. 
2.7 ERROR ANALYSIS 
Errors in the repor+ed stress values can arise from inaccuracies i n  the load weighing system 
and in the measurement of specimen dimensions. The load weighing system has an error 
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OF + 1/2 percent of the full scale load and tho error in measurement of the dimensions was 
about k0.4 percent, resulting i n  an error in stress values of less than 1 percent. 
The strain measurements were obtoined frorri tho total extension of the specimen as deter- 
mined by the cross head movemenf. Errors in the strain measurements arise from errors 
in: measurement of the distance between grips (gauge length), the chart and cross head 
speeds, and the correction Factor for "machine softness." Using the ASTM method for 
determining strain, the elongation of the polymer specimen i s  taken as the total separation 
of the grips durittg loading. In the present method the contributions From "machine soft - 
ness" were subtracted from the recorded deformation. The remaining errors in the strain 
measurement. therefore arise From errors in the ini t ial  gauge length measurements and in 
the charf and cross head speeds. The chart speed and cross head speeds are accurate to 
better than 0.1%. The error in the init ial gauge length measurement i s  estimated at  about 
110  percent. ignoring tlie small errors in the chart and cross head speeds, the error in 
the strain measuremenf i s  therefore about 10 percent, 
The error in the Poisson Ratio measuremenfs arise from measurement-s in the longitudinal 
and transverse strains. Considering the small changes in the spacing of the fiducial marks 
in  the elastic region, even fhough the actual measurements at 16X were reproducible fo 
within 0.25 mm in about 250, the small strains involved resulted in quite high errors in 
the Poisson Ratio. The probable fractional errors in the transverse and longitudinal strains 
are estimated at &0,0014 and 6 0.0007, respectively, resulling in an error in the ratio OF 
approximately f 0.18. 
The values of standard deviation (0) for moduiuo, yield stress, fracture stress and strain are 
included in most of the Tables. These values were calculated i n  the usual manner from 
where n = number of obssrvafions and x = measured variable. Also included in the Tables are 
values of the standard error of the mean (a) where 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Summary values for the f ive materials tested a t  a l l  temperatures using one inch gauge length 
specimens are shown in Tables 5 to 9 .  Specific data for each of tlie test specim~ns are 
given i n  Appendix C, In a l l  of  the Tables both "measured modulus" and l1 corrected 
modulus" values are given. The former value refers to values not corrected for non- 
uniform deformation effects. The latter values have been corrected for this efFed, For 
design and analysis purposes the corrected modulus values sliould be used, In the discussion 
of the unreinforced polymers that Follows, attention w i l l  be given to the 'lmachine" direction 
specimens w i th  the understanding that the resu Its from the transverse tests are assent iol  l y 
the wme.  
3.1 STRESS -STRAIN CURVES 
Typical stress -sfrain curves at each of the test temperutures are shown in  Figures 14 to 18 
for Kapton W ,  Kapton F, Teflon, Tedlar, and PG -402. A l l  of these were "machineli 
direction specimens with one inch gauge lengths. The temperature dependertce of the 
modulus, y ie ld stress, and fracture stress can be seen; fhese properties decreased as the 
test temperature was raised. Generally speaking, the strain to Fracture increased as the 
temperature was increased. There was a smooth transition from the elastic part of the 
stress*.strain curve to the fu l ly  plastic region i n  Kapkon H and Kapton F indicating that 
0 
yielding was a gradual occurence. By contrast, Teflon specimens tested at 25 C and lower 
had distinct y ield points that became more pronounced as fhe temperature was lowered; 
0 
tests at -195 C were marked by a precipitious yield drop. There were no sharp yield 
points at 100' and 2 0 0 " ~  in  Teflon. Similar behavior was observed wi th Tedlar; however, 
a t  - 1 9 5 ~ ~  there was no y ie ld  drop because the specimen failed abruptly. The rtrerr-strain 
curves for PG -402 were composed mainly of nearly straight lines. The load drops seen 
at -loo0 and -195'~ were attributed to the breaking of individual fibers. 
3 .2  POISSON RATIO 
There was a considerable amount of scatter in  the measured Poisson ratio vclues. The 
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TABLE 5 - Summary Data, Kapton H, 0,003 inch TI.lick, 1.0 inch Gaugn Lcrrykti 
Measured Co~.rected 
Elasfic Elasiic 
Test Modulus Modulus 
Lemp. psi psi 2 
C G W m 2 )  (GN/m 1 
200 175,050 176,840 
(1 ,206) (1.218) 
3% 
Yield Fracture 
St ross S fress Ft-ucf.uro 
psi psi Sfraiti Specirnoli 
(M ~ / r n ~ )  ( M N / ~ ~ )  -- % Direction 
1 1,750 18,285 8 3 ma ch i nc 
(80.96) (125.35) 
200 176,040 177,800 10,790 17,475 79 transverse 
(1.213) (1 ,225) (74.34) (120.10) 
100 262,1320 454,680 11,530 22,330 74 transverse 
(1 -81 1) (3,133) (79.44) (1 53.85) 
25 323,289 520,590 14,705 30,540 71 machine 
(2.227) (3.585) (1 01 .32) (21 0.42) 
25 321,970 518,370 14,360 30,200 73 fra nsverse 
(2.218) (3,571) (98.94) (208.09) 
-2 5 439,040 654,170 17,170 34/41 0 54 machine 
(3.025) (4.507) (178.30) (237.08) 
-2 5 436,710 650,700 16,920 33,720 58 transverse 
(3,009) (4.483) (1 16.58) (232.33) 
-1 00 533,830 693,980 25,280 45,430 52 machine 
f 3.678) (4.781) (174.18) (313.01) 
-1 00 529,430 688,300 23,1 I0 39,230 41 transverse 
(3.648) (4.742) ( I  59.23) (270.33) 
-1 95 630,730 756,900 33,970 50,870 36 machine 
(4.346) (5.21 5) (234.05) (350.49) 
-1 95 604,980 735,300 32,800 46,030 3 1 transverse 
(4.168) (5.002) (225.99) (31 7.1 5) 
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TABLE 6 - Summary Data, Kopton F, 0.003 inch Thick, 1.0 inch Gauge Lengtl~ 
Measured 
Elastic 
Test Modulus 
Temp. psi 
O c  (C W m 2 )  
200 96,140 
(0,662) 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Motlu lus 
3% 
Y'leld Fracture 
Stress Stress Fracture 
Strain 
Yo 
psi psi 
(MN/~*) ( ~ N / r n ~ )  
Specimen 
Direct ion 
psi 
(G N/m2) 
machine 
t ru nsv e rsc 
transverse 
machine 
transverse 
machine 
transverse 
machine 
transverse 
machine 
transverse 
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TABLE 7 - Summary Data, TeFlon, 0,005 inch Thick, 1.0 inch Gauge Length 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modulus 
PSI 
(G W m 2 )  
,- 
2,425 
(16,71) 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
psi 
(G W m 2 )  
2,790 
(19.22) 
3% 
Yield Fructu~.e 
Stress Stress Fracfurc 
psi psi Strain Spccimcn 
, ( ~ ~ / r n ~ )  ( M N / ~ ~ )  ----- O/C, D f  rect iur~ . -- - 
1 75 505 3 78 machino 
( 1  2 1 )  (3.48) 
Test 
160 280 2 98 t ~ a  nsve rsc 
(1.10) (1 .93) 
51 5 1,790 3 99 ma cli  i na 
(3.55) (12.33) 
380 1,210 324, transverse 
(2,621 (8.34) 
1 ,770 2,650 31 7 machine 
(1 2.20) (18.26) 
1,670 2,520 306 transverse 
(1 1 .51) (1 7.36) 
2,750 4,530 303 machine 
(18.95) (31.21) 
2,690 4,750 314 transverse 
(18.53) (32.73) 
10,080 9,760 132 machine 
(69.45) (67.25) 
9,880 9,620 8 1 transverse 
(68.07) (66.28) 
16,680 15,940 15 transverse 
(1 14.93) (109.83) 
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Test 
Tamp, 
O c  
TACLE 8 - Summalay Data, Tedlar, 0.002 inch Thick, 1.0 lncl~ Gauge? Length 
Mousurad 
Elastic 
Modu lus 
psi 
(G W m 2 )  
4,450 
(30,66) 
5,740 
(39.55) 
16,575 
(1 14.20) 
15,0?0 
(1 03.97) 
170,780 
(1176.7) 
167,270 
(1152.5) 
265,130 
(1 826.7) 
275,760 
(1  900,O) 
565,430 
(3895.8) 
595,450 
(41 02.7) 
71 4,430 
(4922.4) 
698,280 
(481 1.1) 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
PSI 
((3 ~ / m  2, 
5,070 
(34 + 95) 
6,540 
(45.09) 
17,570 
(121 *05) 
16,000 
(1 10.21) 
348,300 
(2388.7) 
339,560 
(2339.6)  
601,530 
(41 G.6) 
625,980 
(431 3 .0 )  
1,174,980 
(8103.3) 
1,237,340 
(8533.6) 
1 ,364,550 
(940 1 .8) 
I ,  333,700 
(91 89.2)  
3% 
Yield 
Stress 
psi ( ~ ~ 1 2 )  
- 
445 
(3.07) 
4.1 2 
(2.84) 
1,120 
(7.72) 
900 
(6.20) 
5,100 
(35.14) 
4,780 
(32.93) 
10,86C 
(75.51) 
10,180 
(70.1 4) 
21,590 
(1 48.76) 
22,480 
(1 54.89) 
30,940 
(213.18) 
21,900 
(1 50.89) 
Fracture 
S tross Fracture 
psi Strain Specimen 
(M N/m2) % Direction 
3,030 238 machine 
(20.88) 
5,620 2 59 machine 
(30.72) 
6,980 224 transverse 
(48.09) 
11,600 224 machine 
(79.92) 
10,920 161 transverse 
(75.24) 
16,020 1 29 ma chine 
(1 10.28) 
24,160 38 machine 
(166.46) 
28,650 47 transverse 
(1 97-40) 
27,900 7.8 transverse 
(1 92.23) 
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TABLE 9 - Summary Data, PG 402, 0.0025 1nzll Thick, 1.0 inch Gavyo Lcngtli 
Measured 
Elastic 
Tcsi Modulus 
200 787,800 
(5,428) 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
PSI 
(G W m 2 )  
Fracture 
Stress 
psi 
(MN/m2) 
23,290 
(160.47) 
Stress Fructure 
Sfrain Specimen 
Direction 
psi 
(MN\~*) 
-- 
23,290 
( 1  60,471 
machine 
f mnsvcrse 
muchine 
transverse 
machine 
t ra nsvcrsc 
macliinc 
transverse 
moclline 
lransver:e 
machine 
transverse 
STRA IN , percent 
FIGURE 14 - Typicaf Tensiie Stress Strain Curves for Kupton H (0.003 inch thick) 
50 100 
STRAIN, percent 
FIGURE 15 - Typical Tensile Stress Strain Curves for Kapton F (0.003 inch thick) 


o 
0 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 
STRAIN, percent 
FIGURE 18 - Typical Tensile Stress Sbrain Curves for PG-402 Fiberglass Lorninofe (0.0025 inch thick) 
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experimental error was large because the strains to be measured were so very small. To 
further complicate interpretation o f  the results was fhe l imited observation that the Poisson 
rat io  changes rapidly i n  the in i t i a l  part of the stross+itrain curve. I t  appeared that, 
part icular ly at the higher temperatures, the ratio was close to the theoretical 0 .5  when the 
specimen was s t i l l  deforming i n  purely elastic fashion. A t  stresses close to the three percent 
offset y ie ld  stress, the Poisson rat io appeared to decrease. This phenomenon was not i n -  
vestigated i n  detai l  because i t  was ~*evealed too late i n  the program to  increase the number 
of pre-yield photographs that were made. When bhe program was started i t  was decided 
t o  take only two t o  three photographs i n  fhe pre-yield region, which was insufficient for a 
thorol~gh study of the phenomenon. I t  sliould also be noted that measurements made a t  the 
lowest stress levels also have the greatest experimental error, 
Even wi th  these limitations i t  i s  possible to draw conclusions about the Poisson ratios OF the 
f ive materials. Figure 19 shows the variation in the average Poisson ratios as the test 
temperature was changed. These values were culculaf.ed from photographs token a t  the 
lowest stress levels. In addition, Table 10 lists average values for the Poisson rafio taken 
from the f iducial  pattern photographs. Specific values for individual specimens are pre-  
sented in Appendix D. At the highest fernpemturer, 100' and 2 0 0 ~ ~ ~  Poisson rat io valuer 
for a l l  the matericilr fe l l  between 0.39 and 0.51. A t  2 5 ' ~  the spread i n  values became 
greater, and they began to diminish as the temperature was further lowered. At - 1 9 9 ~  
a l l  the Poisson rat io  values were between 0,26 and 0.42, Of a l l  the materials, only 
Kapton H showed a smooth progrerrion i n  values as the test temperature changed from - 1 9 5 ~  
to 2oo0c. 
3 . 3  RATIO OF TRANSVERSE TO "MACHINE" DIRECTION STRAINS 
From phofographs of the fiducial patterns token after fhe three percent offset y ie ld  sfress was 
reached, calculations were made of the transverse and " machine" direction strains. The 
ratios of these values For various fractions of the fracture strain are i n  detai l  i n  
Appendix E .  General ly speaking, for Kapton H and Kapton F, the measurements mode i n  
-1 00 0 100 
TEST TEMPERATURE (OC) 
FIGURE 19 - Poisson Ratio vs. Temperature for Five Materials 
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TABLE 10 - Effect of Temperature on Average Poisson Ratio 
Test 
Temp. Poisson 
Material ("c) Ratio 
Kapton H 200 0.50 
100 0.45 
25 0+38 
- 25 0.32 
-1 00 0.29 
-1 95 0.28 
Teflon 200 0.41 
100 0.46 
25 0.46 
- 25 0.47 
-1 00 0.41 
-1 95 0.39 
Kapton F 200 0.39 
100 0.51 
25 0 + 32 
- 25 0.49 
-1 00 0,39 
-1 95 0.42 
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the yielding region of the stress+train curve where plasfic flow was becoming dominant 
showed Poisson ratio values approaching 0.3. With Teflon and Tedlar comparable values 
were abaut. 0.5. As the strain increased there was a tendency for the Poisson ratio values 
to increase in  Kapton H, and Kapton F, and to decrease in  Teflon and Tedlar. Teflon 
plastic flows had Poisson ratios of about 0.5 just beyond the three percent offsef. y ie ld stress 
and decreased to lower values as the frclcture point was approached. 
3 ,4  ELASTIC MODULUS 
Summary curves for the temperature dependence of ihe elastic modulus of one inch gauge 
length specimens ore shown i n  Figures 20 and 21. Tedlar and Teflon had the strongest 
temperature dependence, whi le PG-402 had the least, Kapton H data show a break at 
about 2 5 O ~ ;  above room temperature the effect of temperature i s  greater than below. A 
similar break was seen in the Kapfon F results. This would be expected since two thirds 
of Kapton F i s  Kapton H material. At 150° and 2 0 0 ' ~  the modulus values for Tedlar 
and Teflon, respectively, are very small. Trunsverse direction properties in PG-402 were 
about 75 percent of those i n  the "machine' direction, 
Using measured values of the properties of  Kapton H and Teflon, the rule of mixtures was 
used to predict the properties of the laminate Kapton F as follows: 
compusite property = .67 x Kapton H property + .33 x Teflon property, 
Resuits for Four of the mechanical properties at three temperatures are shown i n  Table 1 1 .  
There was good agreement for the modulus values. 
3.5 THREE PERCENT OFFSET YIELD STRESS 
Figures 22 and .23 are summary curves of the three percent stress as a Function o f  
test temperature. A l l  o f  the materials showed a decrease in  y ie ld stress as the temperature 
was raised. The reinforced pol yirnide, PG -402, had only a modest temperature dependence 
over the test temperature range. Kslpton H and Kapton F showed a break at - 2 5 ' ~  similar 
0 
TEMPERATURE, ' C  
FIGURE 20 - Corrected €!astic Modulus vs Test Tempernture for Tensile Loading (materials as marked1 
7 
TRANSVERSE 
DIRECTION 
FIGURE 21 - Corrected Elastic  Modulus vs Test Ternpetufure for Tensile Landing of PG 4 0 2  Fiberglass Laminate 
(specimen direction as marked) 
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TABLE 1 1 - Rule of Mixtures Applied to Kclpton F Properties 
Difference Bef-wcen 
Test Calculated and 
Temp, Calculated Measured Measured Values 
Property (Oc) value Va i ue (yo) 
Measured Elastic 200 118,808 86,140 19 
Modulus 25 232,337 208, I 90 10 
(psi) -1 95 581,190 693,440 16 
Yield Stress 200 7,938 7,060 11  
(psi) 2 5 10,390 9,280 11 
-1 95 27,370 26,230 4 
Fracture Stress 200 12,368 12/91 0 4 
(psi) 25 21,233 19,500 4 
-1 95 38,397 45,130 18 
Fracture Strain 200 181 161 1 1  
( yo )  25 1 53 90 41 
-1 95 22 65 195 
FIGURE 22 - 3 Percent Yield Stress vs Test Temperature for Tensile Loading (mteriais as markeg 
-1 00 0 
TEMPERATURE, OC 
FIGURE 29 - Yield Stress vs Test Temperature for Tensile Lmding of FG42 Fiberglass Laminate 
(specimen direction cs marked) 
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to that seen u t  2 5 ' ~  in the modulus values for those two mcterials. The rule of mixtures 
held up wel l  for Kapton F w i th  regard tu the yield stresses, 
Tests made a t  2 5 O ~ ,  and above, with PG-402 showed "a yie ld stress; the specimens failed 
in the elastic region. The first deviation from straight l ine loading occurred at -2f~ at 
an average value of 24,870 psi while fracture look place at an average stress of 29,290 
psi, When the test temperature was lowered even furthei the yield stress increased by 
only a few thousand psi whi le the fracture stress nearly doubfed. Thus, much more plastic 
flow wcs observed at the lower temperatures as cornpared to the high temperatures. 
3.6 FRACTURE STRESS 
The change ir fracture stress with test teniperature i s  shown in Figures 24 and 25. All of  
the matericil~ showed a decrease as :he test temperature was raised, Teflon had the lowest 
strength of a l l  the materials. Results for Kapton H and PG -402, the fwo strongest 
materials, were remarkably similar. According to Table 11, the rule of mixtures was val id 
for the fracture stress values of Kapton F. 
3.7 FRACTURE STRAIN 
Figure 26 i s  a plot of the strain to fracturz as a function of test femperafure for the four 
unreinforceri materials. In c t l l  cases the strain to fracture decreased as the temperature 
was lowered. Kapton H and Kapton F had a relatively shallow temperature dependence as 
compcred to Tedlar and Teflon. Tlie maximum Teflon fracture strain (399 percent) was seen 
at 1 0 0 ~ ~ .  When the test temperature was raised to 200°c, the Teflon strain at fracture 
0 diminished to 378 percent. Tedlar also had o maximum fracture strain at  100 C. This 
may be explained by recognizing that the mechanisms o f  deformation and fracture are 
different. That is, deformation i s  accomplished by stretching, uncoiling, or breaking 
molecular chains in  localized internal areas, while fracture i s  a gross rupture of ,the mo- 
lecular structure, usually starting at a void or a flaw and involves the creation of new 
surfaces as the crack grows, These mechanisms proba biy have different temperature de - 
FIGURE 24 - Fracture Stress vs Tesf Temperature for Tensile Loading (materials as marked) 
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FIGURE 25 - Fracture Stress vs Tesf Temperature for Tensile Loading of PG-402 Fiberglass Laminate 
(specimen direction as marked) 
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FIGURE 26 - Strain to Fracture vs Test Temperature for Tensile Loading [materials as marked) 
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pendences. I t  can be posfulated thaf above 1 0 0 ~ ~  the stress required to nucleate and/or 
propagate a crack drops to a value less than that required to deform the molecular structure. 
Tlius, Fracture would occur before any further deformation took place. The rule o f  mixtures 
war not useful for predict ing the fmcture strain of Kapton F a t  25 and - 1 9 5 ~ ~ .  
In contrast to  the unreinforced materials, the PG -402 fracture strain increased a t  low 
temperatures. This may be due to  one, or both, o f  the fol lowing facfors, A t  high tem- 
peratures the fracture strengtli of  the matrix materials i s  lowered, thus providing opportuni- 
ties for cracks to develop and glow leading to ear ly fracture, Since the deformation o f  
PG -402 i s  nearly straight l ine loading, fai lure at. lower stresses necessitates smaller fracturo 
strains. Strengthening tho matrix by lowering the t.est temperature raises the stress required 
to in i t iate cracks thus delaying Fracture un t i l  greater struit~s have been realized. The 
relative loads supported by the matrix and the reinforcing fibers are i n  proportion fo their  
volume fractions and to  the relat ive modulus values. As the mafrix modulus i s  increased 
i n  comparison to  that o f  the fibers tl ie matrix assumes a larger support o f  the appl ied load. 
Wi th  a f h a d  volrlrne of  re in forc i ry  fibers, us it: tl ie PG-402, lowering the test temperature 
allows tlie matrix to support a greater load, thereby reducing the stress on the glass fibers. 
I F  Failure originates i n  the reinforcing fibers then lowering the test temperatures should 
al low the fibers 10 support a greater load before breaking, tliereby increasing the strain 
a t  fai lure. 
The instantaneous load drops which occurred at -loo0 and - 1 9 5 ~ ~  (see Figure 18) ore 
believed due to the breaking of  individual fibers. 
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APPENDIX A 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 8 INCH GAUGE LENGTH SPECIMENS 
THE SINGER COMPANY @ KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE A-1 - Kapton MI 8 inch Gauge Length, 0,003 inch Thick 
Measured 3% 
Test Elastic Y ie ld  Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
( O c )  Number (psi) (psi) (PS i) (%) Oricnfat ion 
25 1 521,380 15,433 25,267 27 machine direction 
standard deviation 8775 367 1655 10.7 
standard error o f  mean *2775 &I16 i 523 * 3 . 4  
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TABLE A -2 - Kopton F, 8 inch Gauge Length, 0.003 inch Thick 
Measured 3% 
Test Elastic Yield Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
( O ~ I  Number (psi) (psi) (PS i (%) Orientation 
standard deviation 15,302 
standard error of mean 14839 
95 machine direction 
80 
7 2 
86 
77 
85 
76 
87 
78 
75 
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TABLE A-3 - Teflon, 4 inch Gauge Length, 0.005 inch Thick 
Measured 3% 
Test Elastic Yteld Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
(OC) 
- 
Number (psi) (psi) (psi) (%> Orientation 
standaro deviation 1401 
standard error of mean f 443 
318 machine direction 
343 
349 
334 
359 
393 
3 47 
368 
355 
340 
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TABLE A-4 - Tedlar, 8 inch Gauge Length, 0,002 inch Thick 
Measured 3% 
Test Elastic Yie ld Fracture Fracture 
Temp, Specimen Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
(Oc) Number (psi) (psi) (psi) (YO) Orientation 
25 1 257,000 5400 10,750 144  machine direction 
2 244,000 5600 10,500 148 
standard deviaf ion 41 49 1 38 308 7.2 
standard error o f  mean 131 2 43 * 77 2 2.3 
1 
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APPENDIX 0 
EFFECT OF C 0 2  REFRIGERANT ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF KAPTON H 
A N D  TEFLON 
THE SINGER COMPANY r KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE 0-1 - Kapton H, 1.0 inch Gauge Length, 0.003 inch Thick, 
Tested in Cop 
Measured 3% 
Test Elastic Yield Fracture Fracfure 
Tamp. Specimen Modulus Stress 5 tress Strain Specimen 
(OC! 
-- 
Number (psi) (PS i (psi) (YO) Orientation 
-25 39 180,550 8200 15,670 6 1 machine direction 
standard deviation 21,370 406 535 3.6 
standard error of mean k 6757 * 129 &I69 & I  , I  
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TABLE 0-2 - Toflon, 1.0 inch Gauge Length, 0.005 inch Thick, 
Tested in CU2 
Measured 3% 
Test Elastic Yie ld Fracture Fraclure 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
("c) Number (psi) (PSI (psi) Orientation - 
-25 35 58,180 3200 5700 500 machine direction 
standard deviation 41 72 97 65 1 37 
standard error of mean k 131 9 * 31 & 206 * 1 1  ,6 
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APPENDIX C 
MECHANICAL PROPERTY VALUES OF INDIVIDUAL 1 INCH GAUGE LENGTH 
SPECIMENS 
T H E  SINGER COMPANY . KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE C-1 - Kapron H I  I .O inch Gauge Length, 0.003 inch Thick 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Te:? Elastic Elastic Yie ld Fracture Fracture 
Temp, Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
(OC) Number (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (%) Orientation 
200 29 180,570 182,380 13,500 19,330 8 5 machine direction 
30 173,290 175,020 12,170 18,170 77 
3 1 188,370 190,250 11,330 10,830 8 5 
32 166,670 168,340 12,830 18,420 88 
33 166,560 168,330 11,670 18,000 8 5 
34 166,660 168,330 11,170 18,000 8 8 
35 180,570 182,380 17,330 18,330 8 5 
36 166,580 168,250 il,000 17,100 72 
37 180,570 182,570 11,500 1Q,670 85 
38 180,570 182,570 l1,COO 18,000 77 
standard deviation 8063 81 72 836 598 5.4 
standard error of mean k 2550 & 2584 2~264 &I85 k1.7 
200 1 1 1  173,340 175,070 10,740 17,530 84 transverse direct ion 
112 180,560 182,370 10,800 18,370 95 
113 179,050 180,840 10,500 18,330 9 5 
114 180,570 182,380 10,800 15,670 45 
115 166,670 168,340 11,100 17,470 77 
sfandard deviafion 6C23 6084 21 4 1095 20.5 
sfa ndard error o f  mean rt 2693 * 2721 % 96 * 490 9.2 
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TABLE C-1 (continued) 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Y ie ld  Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
("c) Number (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (%> Or ienta t ion 
100 15 290,580 502,700 13,500 22,400 57 machine direction 
16 285,900 494,600 14,433 23,733 69 
19 307,410 531,820 13,733 23,000 70 
20 302,560 523,430 12,833 24,333 76 
22 321,030 555,380 12,733 21,167 44 
2 3 299,930 518,880 14,667 25,000 72 
24 325,420 562,980 1 1,333 25,000 7 1 
25 297,190 514,140 13,733 22,500 5 4 
27 308,110 533,030 13,500 24,000 70 
28 '299,930 518,880 14,667 23,667 6 2 
standard deviation 1 2,323 22,472 1024 1221 10.0 
standard error of mean * 3897 h 71 06 * 324 & 386 * 3.2 
100 90 270,840 468,550 11,500 22,670 8 0 transverse direction 
9 1 254,900 440,980 10,670 21,500 7 1 
92 254,900 440,980 12,000 22,830 77 
93 262,630 454,350 12,000 22,830 77 
94 270,840 468,550 1 1,500 21,830 15 5 
standard deviation 7971 13,786 544 623 6 
standard error o f  mean 13565 k 6 165 * 243 h 279 h 2.68 
25 126 313,890 505,360 13,730 29,670 7 3 machine direction 
127 323,390 520,660 14,330 30,170 71 
'1 28 318,390 512,610 15,670 31,170 72 
1 29 327,800 527,760 15,100 29,670 62 
130 332,930 536,020 14,700 32,000 75 
standard deviation 751 1 12,094 738 1022 5.0 
standard error of mean rt3359 5409 k 330 i 457 rt 2.25 
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TABLE C-1 (continued) 
Temp. Specimen 
(OC) Number 
2 5 131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modu l us 
(psi) 
332,800 
31 8,390 
31 8,390 
323,440 
316,810 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi 1 
535,810 
512,610 
512,610 
520,740 
510,060 
3% 
Yie ld 
Stress 
(psi) 
13,970 
13,800 
13,670 
15,000 
15,370 
Fracture Fracture 
Sf ress Strain Specimen 
(psi) ("/.I Orientation 
31,000 84 transverse direction 
29,670 7 2 
30,170 72 
29,330 6 5 
30,830 7 4 
standard deviation 6552 10,550 770 720 6.8 
standard error o f  mean A2930 =t 4718 k 344 & 322 * 3.06 
-25 74 437,710 652,190 76,600 37,330 62 machine direction 
77 424,843 633,O 10 18,000 30,580 25 
78 465,950 694,270 16,930 35,330 57 
82 433,340 645,680 16,670 32,000 50 
83 433,340 645,680 17,670 36,830 78 
standard deviaf ion 1 5,752 23,473 627 2988 19.4 
sfandal-d error of mean i 7045 &10,497 k280 11336 8.7 
-2 5 75 498,080 742,140 16,670 36,670 59 transverse direcf ion 
76 424,830 633,000 17,470 33,920 53 
84 433,340 645,680 16,600 30,070 40 
8 5 433,340 645,680 16,870 32,530 58 
8 6 393,950 586,990 17,000 35,430 79 
standard deviation , 37,943 56,533 345 2569 14.1 
standcrrderrorofmean~16,968 *25,282 k154 A1149 k6.3 
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TABLE C -1 (continued) 
Measured Correcfed 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Yield Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen CC) Number (psi) (PSI 1 (psi) (psi) v'> Orientation 
-1 00 53 528,400 686,920 25,800 46,000 53 machine direction 
54 534,980 695,470 25,330 46,330 50 
55 541,660 704,160 25,470 44,000 5 2 
56 522,080 678,700 25,470 46,000 54 
57 548,520 713,100 23,930 46,000 52 
5 9 534,980 695,470 25,000 43,670 46 
60 548,520 71 3,100 24,100 45,330 52 
6 1 534,900 695,470 25,670 45,000 56 
6 2 522,080 678,700 26,000 45,330 52 
6 3 ' 522,080 678,700 26,000 46,670 5 2 
standard deviation 10,223 13,299 732 98 1 2.6 
standard error of  mean &3233 k 4205 i232 4310 * 0.8 
-1 00 100 523,750 680,900 2 1,670 39,330 44 transverse direct ion 
10 1 51 7,360 672,570 24,170 38,670 37 
102 533,630 693,720 23,830 4 ,500  46 
103 492,410 640,130 23,000 35,670 30 
104 579,980 753,970 22,900 42,000 47 
sfandclrd deviation 32,099 41,727 971 2360 7.2 
standard error of mean F 14,355 k 18,660 k 434 * 1056 * 3.2 
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TABLE C -1 (continued) 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Y ie ld  Fracfure Fracture 
Temp, Specimen Modulus Modulus Strecs Stress Strain Specimen 
(OC) Number (psi) (psi (psi) (psi) (w Orientation 
-1 95 64 627,950 753,540 33,330 52,670 41 machine direction 
65 637,250 764,700 34,330 49,670 3 5 
66 623,490 743,. 200 33,330 47,670 3 1 
67 635,380 762,460 35,670 48,330 32 
6 8 637,250 764,700 32,000 49,330 37 
69 610,320 732,380 32,000 48,330 38 
70 632,590 759,100 34,670 54,000 46 
7 1 619,050 742,860 32,330 51,670 37 
72 637,250 764., 700 36,330 53,330 32 
73 ' 646,760 776,100 35,670 53,670 2 9 
standard deviation 10,660 12,790 1607 2461 5.1 
standard error of mean * 3371 4045 +SO8 -11778 h 1.6 
-1 95 95 585,590 702,700 32,000 46,000 36 transverse direction 
96 637,250 764,700 33,000 46,830 3 3 
97 677,080 81 2,500 33,670 46,000 25 
98 593,600 71 2,320 32,670 44,670 26 
9 9 570,170 684,200 32,670 46,670 34 
standard deviation 43,750 52,500 606 852 5.0 
standard error of mean &19,565 -i: 23,480 k 271 * 381 k 2.2 
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TABLE C-2 - Kapton F, 1.0 inch Gauge Length, 0.003 inch Thick 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elasf i c  Yie ld 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress 
(OC) Number (psi) (psi) (psi) 
200 25 94,210 101,750 6530 
26 98,490 106,370 7200 
27 90,270 97,500 6940 
28 98,490 106,370 6930 
29 96,120 103,800 7200 
30 103,170 111,400 7270 
3 1 94,200 i01,74€1 6930 
3 2 92,760 100,180 6670 
3 3 98,490 106,370 7470 
34 95,200 102,800 7500 
standard deviation 3655 3940 32 1 
standard error of mean * 1 1 56 1260 k 101 
standard deviation . 7494 8080 399 
standard error of mean f 3352 k 3614 k 178 
Fracture 
Stress 
, (psi) 
12,330 
13,580 
t 2,670 
12,920 
12,500 
13,170 
13,170 
1 2,250 
13,670 
12,840 
Fracture 
Sfrain Specimen 
("id Orientaf ion 
177 machine direction 
192 
135 
150 
178 
154 
152 
1 49 
165 
1 54 
107 transverse direction 
98 
112 
9 9 
101 
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TABLE C -2 (continued) 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Y ie ld  Fracture Fracture 
Tzrnp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
( C) Number (psi) (PSI) (psi) (psi) (YO) Orientaf ion 
100 13 180,990 240,700 8330 17,000 103 machine direction 
15 210,460 279,900 7730 17,000 1 1 1  
16 21 3,900 284,400 7830 17,670 112 
17 I 95,280 259,700 7500 1 3,830 7 1 
18 201,710 268,300 7900 16,900 109 
19 - - - 11,080 - 
20 192,380 255,870 9000 13,670 6 7 
2 1 180,880 240,600 8330 17,170 114 
22 195,410 265,200 8070 18,670 130 
23 - - - 13,750 75 
24 201,410 268,300 7780 18,170 129 
25 188,850 251,200 8330 15,000 77 
standard deviation 1 1,149 14,848 432 2313 23 
standard error o f  mean k 3526 * 4695 rt 137 k 668 * 7 
100 97 196,980 262,000 8730 18,670 108 transverse direction 
98 216,670 288,200 8000 17,170 102 
99 203,350 270,500 8400 17,330 9 2 
100 195,200 259,600 8370 18,000 87 
101 218,860 291,100 8100 19,330 98 
standard deviaf ion 1 1,000 14,640 286 909 8 
standarderrorofmean k4919 * 6547 k128 k407 It 4 
25 122 212,420 320,800 9900 20,830 97 machine direction 
123 210,370 317,700 9600 18,670 7 1 
1 26 207,340 313,100 10,100 20,500 8 4 
1 27 203,970 308,000 8200 1 8,500 101 
1 28 206,830 312,300 8600 19,000 9 5 
standard deviation 3280 4970 835 1085 12 
standard error o f  mean k 1467 * 2224 *373 * 4 8 5  * 5 
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TABLE C -2 (continued) 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Yie ld Fracture Fracture 
Tzmp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
( C) Number (psi) (psi) (PSI) (psi) (%) Orientation 
2 5 85 200,000 302,000 8833 20,070 5 7 transverse direct ion 
86 210,050 317,200 9633 20,670 6 1 
87 210,530 317,900 8900 21,500 76 
8 8 222,230 335,600 9 100 2 1 ,230 72 
89 217,340 328,200 9000 21,670 77 
129 210,400 317,700 9530 19,170 7 1 
130 206,180 311,300 8930 19,170 75 
131 212,230 320,500 9130 19,000 68 
132 211,060 318,700 9100 20,000 78 
134 ' 204,360 308,600 9300 20,670 84 
standard deviation 6276 9490 267 991 8 
standard error of mean 4; 1985 6 3000 *84  +313  !C 3 
73 machine direction 
77 
90 
58 
6 5 
108 
104 
112 
108 
112 
127 
119 
98 
8 0 
104 
1 00 
standard deviation 17,554 25, I00 2479 4739 20 
standard error OF mean k4389 & 6274 *620 *I185 =k 5 
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TABLE C -2 (continued) 
Test 
Temp. Specimen 
(OC) Number 
Measured 
Elustic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
333,340 
285,720 
288,900 
305,170 
307,700 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
476,700 
408,600 
413,100 
436,400 
440,000 
3% 
Yield 
5 tress 
(psi) 
14,500 
14,400 
13,730 
13,870 
14,100 
Fracture Frackure 
Stress Strain Spocimen 
(psi (%) Orientation 
28,330 83 transverse directlon 
25,830 75 
27,970 8 1 
26,930 82 
25,270 6 4 
standard deviation 18,980 27,120 33 1 1322 79 
standard error o f  mean &a488 k12,130 i I40 lr591 + 3,5 
standard deviation 13,389 
standard error of mean + 4037 
108 machine direction 
109 
72 
88 
102 
87 
9 1 
105 
82 
5 4 
98 
-1 00 92 446,730 621,000 17,770 35,000 8 1 transverse direction 
93 471,020 654,700 18,330 35,000 69 
94 442,170 61 4,600 17,330 33,330 63 
95 437,710 608,400 18,330 33,500 67 
96 442,170 61 4,600 18,070 34,000 68 
standard deviation 13,280 18,457 424 800 6.8 
standard error of mean 15939 rt: 8254 & 190 -11 358 * 3 . 3  
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TABLE C -2 (continued) 
Test 
Ttrnp. Specimen 
( C) Number 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(PSI) 
Corrected 3% 
Etast ic Y ie ld  
Modu l us S t  rcss 
(psi) (psi) 
1,220,500 29,130 
1,162,400 26,130 
1,181,200 25,330 
1,144,300 25,330 
1,151,200 25,230 
Fracture 
Stress 
(psi 
48,670 
47,330 
43,670 
41,330 
44,670 
Fracture 
Strain Specimen 
(%) Oricntat ion 
66 machine direction 
67 
6 5 
58 
67 
standard deviation 18,081 30,530 1661 2922 3.8 
standard error o f  mean kt3086 k 13,655 k 7 4 3  * 1307 1 1 . 7  
-1 95 68 677,080 1,144,3(30 31,400 51,000 62 transverse direct ion 
6 9 687,830 1,161,100 26,600 50,670 63 
7 1 655,560 1,109,600 25,130 43,670 55 
7 2 652,300 I ,  102,4GO 24,670 47,000 65 
73 666,670 1,126,700 24,330 45,670 63 
standard deviation 14,618 24,257 2912 3183 3.8 
standard error of mean k6537 510,850 &I302 * I423  k 1.7 
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TABLE C 3  - Teflon, 1.0 inch Gauge Length, 0.005 inch Thick 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Yie ld Fraclute Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
(OC) Number (psi) (PS i) (psi) (psi) -_ ( O h )  Orientation 
200 2 5 241 0 2770 160 5 20 404 machine direction 
26 2120 2440 160 440 369 
27 2600 2990 190 520 377 
28 2470 2840 190 520 396 
29 2780 3200 160 50 0 400 
30 2220 2550 1 70 450 335 
3 1 2560 2 9 4  1 GO 520 362 
32 2 490 2860 1 70 530 404 
33 2440 281 0 1 90 500 347 
34 2160 2480 1 90 520 388 
standard deviation 202 239 13.5 30 24.5 
standard error of mean Lt: 64 k 76 k 4 . 3  k9.4 * 7.8 
200 109 2240 2580 160 280 302 transverse direciion 
110 2330 2680 160 220 290 
1 1 1  2310 2660 1 70 290 26 1 
112 2220 2550 140 290 338 
113 2260 2600 i 30 2 70 292 
114 2370 2730 200 3 30 206 
standard deviation 58 68 24 36 25 
sfandarderror o f  mean 624 * 28 ~k 10 k 15 * 10 
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TABLE C -3 (contlnuod) 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Yield Fracture Fracture 
Tzrnp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Slross Stress Strain Specimen 
( C) Number (psi) (psi) (PSI) (psi) (%I Orientation 
100 13 - - +- - - machine direction 
14 7500 13,050 510 1800 433 
15 7440 12,950 530 1 720 425 
16 8900 15,490 540 1740 350 
17 7870 13,690 550 1860 41 8 
18 7200 12,530 460 1 720 41 7 
19 8860 15,420 550 1880 :3 49 
20 8860 1 5,420 560 1820 36 1 
2 2 7530 13,100 500 1860 41 5 
2 3 8740 15,210 460 1 750 404 
24 78 50 13,660 480 1 760 42 1 
standard deviation 687 1200 38 6 1 33 
standard error of mean *217 A 378 k 12 * 17 * 10 
100 96 7360 12,810 340 1140 309 transverse direct ion 
98 7590 13,210 3 70 1320 3 78 
99 71 40 12,420 380 1080 240 
100 7710 13,420 428 1200 333 
101 7250 1 2,620 380 1320 36 1 
standard deviation 236 41 3 32 107 19 
standard error o f  mean k 106 -1: 185 * 1 4  k49 1 8  
25 127 50,990 73,900 1680 2380 308 machine direction 
129 43,330 62,800 1760 2580 31 9 
130 50,960 73,900 1820 2780 323 
131 49,140 71,300 1780 2860 322 
132 49,140 71,300 1830 2660 31 4 
standard deviation 31 45 4570 6 0 186 6 
standarderror of mean k 1407 k 2044 &27  +83 =t 3 
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TABLE C 3 (contlnirod) 
Test 
Tzrnp. Specimen 
( C) Number 
25 133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
49,500 
49,140 
49,960 
49,960 
52,910 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
71,800 
71,300 
72,400 
72,400 
76,700 
3% 
Y ie l  cf 
Stress 
(psi) 
1720 
1 590 
1690 
1620 
1740 
F~~acture 
S t  ross 
(psi) 
2280 
2000 
2800 
2360 
3160 
Fracture 
St.rain Specimen 
w-4 Orienfof Ion 
28 1 transverse direction 
275 
324 
322 
328 
standard dcviat ion 1502 2160 6 5 459 26 
standard error of mean * 672 + 967 * 29 205 * 12 
-2 5 1 59 123, 150 148,8C0 2800 5850 372 machine direction 
7 4 130,000 152,100 2840 4500 330 
80 123,810 144,900 2750 4220 28 1 
8 1 130,000 152,100 2760 4880 325 
8 3 130,000 152,100 2620 6000 41 7 
standard deviation 274.3 3190 83 799 52 
standard errorof mean * 1227 k 1426 * 37 * 357 * 23 
-25 72 123,810 144,90C 2840 3900 25 1 transverse direction 
78 130,000 152,100 2700 436Q 293 
79 126,830 148,400 2740 5420 378 
82 136,840 160,100 2520 4480 280 
84 148,580 173,800 2640 5600 370 
standard deviation 9859 11,508 119 7 28 5 7 
standarderror of mean *4409 * 51 47 -4: 53 * 325 & 25 
THE S I N G E R  COMPANY KEARFOTT DlVlSlON 
TABLE C-3 (continued) 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Yie ld Fracture Fracture 
Tzml;. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
( C )  Number (psi) (psi> (psi) (psi) w)  Orientation 
-1 00 47 291 ,660 364,600 9,800 9,680 140 machine direcfion 
48 300,050 375,100 1 1,200 10,900 131 
49 287,490 359,400 10,360 10,040 141 
50 283,750 354,700 10,200 9,640 118 
5 I 287,490 259,400 10,140 10,000 149 
53 300,4.30 375,500 9,760 9,380 1 29 
54 262,470 328,100 9,440 8,920 135 
55 276,350 345,400 9,980 9,600 125 
56 300,300 375,400 9,800 9,720 '1 19 
sfandard deviation 12,600 19,230 504 540 1 1  
standard error of mean zk4200 & 641 0 k168 $180 1 3 . 6  
-1 00 90 283,690 354,600 9,860 9,500 70 transverse direction 
91 279,520 349,400 9,080 8,700 95 
92 273,230 341,500 10,160 10,000 95 
93 293,040 366,300 9,980 9,500 100 
9 4 303,030 378,800 10,340 10,400 45 
standard deviation 11,712 1 4,656 48 5 638 23 
standard error o f  mean h5238 * 6554 5217 &285 * 10 
-1 95 6 3 514,730 1,044,900 17,200 16,400 17 machine direction 
54 553,360 1,123,300 17,480 16,600 14 
65 524,330 1,064,400 11,800 11,400 13 
66 400,O 10 812,000 11,700 11,400 14 
67 372,960 757,100 11,380 11,000 19 
70 500,000 1,015,000 15,900 15,950 15 
sfandard deviation 73,) 70 148,600 2926 2778 2.3 
stcrndard error of mean k 29,874 f 60,645 * 1 194 * 1 1  34 * 0.9 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT D IV IS ION 
TABLE C 3 (continued) 
Temp, Specimen 
('6) Number 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modu lus 
(PS i 1 
-- 
4h6,660 
477,820 
590,920 
478,270 
565,210 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
947,300 
970,000 
l,199,600 
970,900 
1,147,400 
3% 
Y i e l d  
Sf ress 
(PS i 
16,800 
15,940 
17,200 
17,480 
1 5,960 
Fracture 
Stress 
( ~ 5  i) 
16,000 
15,400 
16,000 
16,500 
15,800 
Fracture 
Strain Specimen 
(%) Orientation 
14 transverse direct ion 
17 
13 
13 
20 
standard devia tip ; 57,771 117,300 705 397 3 
standard errorof mean k25,836 & 52,450 i 315 + 178 $ 1 . 4  
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT D IV IS ION 
TABLE C 4  - Tedlar, 1.0 inch Gauge Length, 0.002 inch Thick 
Measured Correcfed 3% 
Test Elastic Elasf i c  Yield Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
('c) Number (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) f%)  Orientation 
1 50 24 4550 51 90 - 2800 234 machine direcfion 
2 5 4530 51 60 325 2850 237 
26 43 50 4960 550 3100 23 1 
2 7 4650 5300 450 2900 215 
28 ' 4550 51 90 42 5 31 50 250 
29 4260 4860 42 5 31 00 23 1 
3 1 4210 4800 490 31 00 235 
3 2 4550 51 90 500 31 50 235 
33 4500 51 30 475 3000 2 42 
34 4440 5060 400 31 00 2 58 
35 4350 4960 400 3100 245 
. standard deviatian 139 157 6 3 125 11 
standard~rror of mean k42 &48 * 20 k 38 * 3 
I 50 16 l 5780 6590 500 2430 25 7 transverse direction 
117 5660 6450 450 2875 21 7 
119 5926 6 750 360 2550 206 
1 20 5420 61 80 400 28 10 222 
121 5920 6 750 350 2860 20 5 
standard deviation 209 239 63 202 '1 9 
standard error of mean & 94 % 107 h 28 i 90 ?C 8 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT DIVISiON 
TABLE C -4 (continued) 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic 'i iel d Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modu lus Modr~ tus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
(OC) Number (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (Oh) Orientation 
100 13 17,330 13,370 1300 5125 265 machine direction 
14 17,500 18,550 1050 6500 267 
15 15,870 16,820 1100 5100 242 
16 16,530 17,520 1050 5700 285 
17 1 5,280 13,200 850 4500 229 
18 16,560 17,550 1050 5950 28 2 
19 17,780 18,850 1100 5850 260 
20 17,050 18,070 1200 5600 250 
22 16,570 17,560 1180 6000 275 
23 ' 15,280 16,200 1300 5900 236 
standard deviation 879 $3 1 135 57 1 19 
standarderrorofmean k278 295 * 43 1181 * 6 
100 9 1 16,130 17,100 1050 6600 21 2 transverse direct ion 
92 1 4,090 14,940 600 6950 238 
93 16,390 17,370 970 7000 22 7 
94 13,260 1 4,060 825 6100 208 
9 5 15,060 15,960 875 7350 23 1 
I 0 'I 15,630 16,570 1100 7900 227 
standard deviation 121 8 1288 181 617 12 
standard error of mean 1497 k 526 4 74 * 252 * 5 
25 129 185,700 376,970 6700 1 3,130 223 machine direction 
1 30 171,280 347,700 4700 10,750 229 
131 173,100 351,400 4650 13,130 21 1 
132 1 57,690 328,000 4700 1 0,250 228 
133 166,140 337,300 4750 10,750 228 
standard deviation f 0,261 18,470 895 1410 8 
standard error +f mean * 4589 & 8260 k 4 0  2630 * 3 
THE SINGER C O M P A N Y  KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE C -4 (continued) 
Test 
T t m p  . Specimen 
( C) Number 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi> 
169,390 
164,000 
169,390 
167,640 
165,950 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
343,860 
332,320 
343,860 
340,300 
336,880 
3% 
Yield 
Stress 
(psi) 
4680 
4950 
48 50 
4730 
4700 
Fracture 
Stress 
(psi) 
12,500 
9,380 
11,200 
9,750 
11,750 
Fracture 
Strain Specimen 
(%) Orientation 
189 transverse dil+ection 
184 
1 48 
118 
166 
standard deviation 2322 471 2 115 1323 29 
standard error o f  mean & 1038 & 2107 A 51 * 592 13 
135 machine direction 
113 
127 
1 39 
135 
135 
'146 
135 
135 
126 
131 
125 
138 
80 
standard deviation 12,631 29,113 574 1183 16 
standarderrorofmean A3376 5 7780 * I 5 3  *316 1 4  
-25 69 282,620 641,550 1 0,650 20,600 101 transverse direcfion 
70 285,090 647,150 70,700 17,100 87 
SO 262,090 594,940 10,750 20,200 125 
3 1 26h140r3 604,730 ,0,300 15,600 75 
8 3 282,610 641,520 8,500 19,750 1 22 
standard deviation 10,671 24,224 956 21 86 22 
standarderrorof mean f 4772 f 10,830 5 427 k 978 & 10 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE C -4 (continued) 
Measured Corrected 3% 
Test Elastic Elastic Yield Fracture Fracture 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Modulus Stress Stress Strain Specimen 
(OC) lyurnber (psi) 
- (psi) (psi) (psi) (%) Orientation 
-1 00 48 541,510 1,125,300 20,100 21,380 35 mechine direction 
.49 541,510 1,125,300 22,200 24,300 14 
59 564,670 I ,  173,400 24,500 28,500 42 
51 551,000 1,145,000 20,000 25,250 54 
5 2 568,190 1,180,700 20,900 23,500 46 
53 559,450 1,162,500 21,750 25,000 5 4 
54 576,700 1,198,400 20,000 22,500 17 
55 569,500 1 ,183,400 20,900 22,630 39 
56 586,000 1,217,700 22,150 23,000 29 
57 595,800 1,238,100 23,400 25,500 47 
standard deviation 17,906 37,200 1516 2032 14 
standard error o f  mean 55662 * 11,764 * 479 * 642 * 4 
-1 00 96 580,360 1 ,206,000 22,700 27,000 47 transverse direction 
97 590,920 1,227,900 21 ,550 28,250 48 
9 8 613,210 1,274,300 22,600 29,000 49 
9 9 590,920 1,227,900 22,650 31,000 50 
100 601,850 1,250,600 22,900 28,000 41 
standard deviation 12,507 25,992 532 1 496 3.5 
sfandard error of mean 5 5591 rtll,624 f238 f669 5 1.6 
-1 95 63 722,230 1,379,460 31,030 34,375 8 machine direction 
64 730,340 1,394,950 31,000 31,000 6 
65 706,520 1 ,349,450 30, O C ~  38,200 B 
66 706,520 1 ? 349,450 34,700 37,200 7 
67 706,520 1,349,450 28,000 37,200 9 
standard deviafion 11,199 21 , 392 2433 2939 1 
standard error of rnean i 5008 ri: 9567 % 1088 & 1314 40.5 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE C - 4  (continued} 
Test 
Measured Corrected 
Elastic Elast, 
Temp. Specimen Modulus Modulus 
(OC) Number (psi) (PS i 1 
-195 58 691,500 1,320,770 
5 9 691,500 1,320,770 
60 706,520 1 ,349,450 
6 1 738,630 1,410,780 
6 2 663,260 1,266,830 
3% 
Y i e l d  
Stress 
(psi) 
Fracture 
Stress 
(psi) 
Fracture 
Strain Specimen 
(%I Orientat ion 
7 transverse direct ion 
7 
9 
8 
8 
standard deviation 27,452 52,430 798 1 475 0.8 
standard error of mean 1 2, 277 * 23,447 + 357 * 660 h 0.4 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFQTT DIVISION 
TABLE C-5 - PG 402, 1.0 inch Gauge Length, 0.0025 inch Thick 
Test 
Temp, Specimen 
(OC) Number 
200 6 2 
63 
64 
6 5 
66 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
793,670 
833,330 
724,659 
793,670 
793,670 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
2,127,000 
2,233,300 
1,942,100 
2,127,000 
2, I 27,000 
3% 
Yield 
Stress 
(psi) 
24,600 
27,330 
18,000 
27,800 
24,700 
Fracture 
Sf ress 
(psi) 
24,600 
27,330 
18,000 
21,800 
24,700 
standard deviation 39,256 105,180 354-4 3544 
standard error of mean k 17,556 f 47,040 f 1585 * 1585 
standard deviation 25,430 54,700 3503 3503 
standard error of mean *9137 & 24,470 & 1566 & 1566 
standard deviation 19,554 51,050 2642 2642 
standard error of meon 38745 &22,830 &I182  11182 
Fracture 
Strain Specirvien 
(70) Orientclfion -. 
3.2 machine direction 
3.0 
2.7 
2.9 
4.0 
3.4 transverse direction 
3.0 
4.2 
2.4 
3 .? 
2.3 machine direction 
3.0 
2.6 
2.8 
3,O 
THE SINGER COMPbNY KEARFOTT D IV IS ION 
TABLE C -5 (continued) 
Test 
Tgrnp. Specimen 
( C) Number 
100 47 
48 
49 
50 
5 1 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(PS i) 
500,000 
625,000 
666,670 
645,160 
714,280 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
1,305,000 
1,631,300 
1,740,000 
1,683,900 
1 ,864,300 
3% 
Yield 
Stress 
(psi) 
11,670 
1 1,500 
10,500 
12,830 
12,000 
Fracture Fracture 
Stress Strain Specimen 
(psi) (%) Orionta tion 
11,670 2.2 transverse direction 
11,500 1.8 
1 0, 500 1.5 
12,830 1.4 
12,000 1.6 
standard deviation 80,004 208,800 844 8 44 0.3 
standard error of mean &35,779 * 93,385 5 377 * 377 10.1 
25 1 793,650 2,754,000 28,580 28,580 3.8 machine direction 
2 833,330 2,891,700 27,080 27,080 3.2 
3 854,690 2,965,800 26,250 26,250 3.2 
4 854,690 2,965,800 26,670 26,670 3.6 
5 793,650 2,754,000 25,330 25,330 3.0 
standard deviaf ion 30,794 106,850 1196 1196 0.3 
sfandard error o f  mean I1 3,771 h 47,785 * 535 h 535 * O w l  
2 5 6 617,280 2,142,000 17,080 17,080 2.8 transverse direction 
7 641 ,030 2,224,400 1 7,170 1 7,170 2.7 
8 617,280 2,142,000 17,080 17,080 2.7 
9 641,030 2,224,400 16,920 16,920 2.6 
10 628,930 2,182,400 17,170 17,170 2.7 
standard deviation 1 1 ,875 41,200 102 102 0.07 
standard error of niean k5311 & 18,425 + 46 % 46 Lt 0.03 
THE SINGER COMPANY 8 KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE C -5 (conf inued) 
Test 
Temp. Specimen 
(OC) Number 
-2 5 11 
13 
14 
15 
2 1 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
833,330 
769,230 
784,320 
980,390 
925,930 
Corrected 3% 
Elastic Yield 
Modulus Stress 
(psi> 
-. (psi) 
2,816,700 25,330 
2,600,000 24,670 
2,651,000 25,670 
3,313,700 24,670 
3,129,600 24,000 
Fracture 
S tress 
(psi> 
34,000 
25,670 
29,330 
31,000 
26,470 
Fracture 
Strain Specimen 
(%I Orientation 
4.6 machine direct ion 
3.6 
2.2 
4.5 
3.6 
standard deviation 91,528 309,350 650 3397 0.6 
sfandarderrorof mean &40,932 f 138,340 k 291 * 1519 50.3 
-2 5 16 579,710 1,959,400 15,670 18,500 3.7 transverse direction 
17 666,670 2,253,3011 15,000 19,230 4.0 
18 740,740 2,503,700 16,000 19,700 4.0 
19 579,710 1,959,400 15,670 20,630 4.3 
20 606,060 2,048,500 16,670 17,100 2.8 
standard deviation 69,164 233,775 606 1328 0.6 
standarderrorof mean %30,931 * 104,545 * 271 * 594 * 0,3 
-1 00 22 888,890 3,440,000 30,670 35,670 4.8 machine direction 
2 3 888,890 3,440,000 29,330 48,270 7.4 
24 874,320 3,383,600 28,670 53,670 9.0 
25 909,090 3/51 8,200 28,000 49,670 7.2 
26 952,380 3,685,700 28,000 39,670 5.3 
standard deviation 30,397 117,635 1111 7456 1.7 
sfandarderrorofmean *13,594 *52,610 *499 43334 & 0.8 
THE SINGER COMPANY K E A R F O T T  D I V I S I O N  
TABLE C -5 (cant inued) 
Test 
Temp. Specimen 
(OC) Number 
-1 00 27 
28 
29 
30 
3 1 
Measured 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
784,320 
740,740 
666,670 
740,740 
789,320 
Corrected 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(psi) 
3,035,300 
2,866,700 
2,580,000 
2,866,700 
3,054,700 
3% 
Yiold 
Stress 
(psi) 
16,000 
1 4,670 
13,330 
15,670 
16,000 
Fracture 
Stress 
(psi) 
-
36,000 
35,670 
31,670 
34,670 
27,330 
Fracture 
Strain Specimen 
(Oh) Orientation 
7.0 transverse direction 
7.3 
6.7 
7.3 
5 . 3  
standard deviation 49,194 190,390 1146 3634 0.7 
standarderrar of mean +22,000 k 85,145 + 51 3 * 1625 + 0.3 
-1 95 37 1,111,110 3,W,400 26,670 51,110 7,2 machine direct ion 
38 1,175,490 3,647, I00 27,330 62,000 8 ,O 
3 9 1,052,630 3,263,200 24,670 48,170 7.0 
40 1,000,000 3,100,000 26,000 47,330 8.0 
41 1,052,630 3,263,200 27,000 58,000 8 ,O 
standard deviation ti7,387 208,900 1052 6408 0,5 
standard error of meon k30,137 * 93,420 k 471 f 2866 & 0,2 
-1 95 3 2 784,320 2,431 ,400 16,300 33,300 6.3 transverse direction 
33 740,740 2,296,300 17,300 4,300 7.1 
34 833,300 2,583,200 21,700 37,670 6.6 
3 5 833,300 2,583,200 18,670 32,000 5.7 
36 740,740 2,296,300 21,700 32,300 6.0 
standard deviation 46,276 143,500 2489 3686 0.5 
standcrd error of mean &20,704 rt: 64, 175 f 1 1  13 * 1648 5 0.2 
THE SINGER COMPANY * KEARFOTT DIVISION 
APPENDIX D 
POISSON RATIO VALUES OF INDIVIDUAL SPECIMENS 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE D-1 - Kapton 1.1, Poisson Ratios from Fiducial Pattern Tests 
on 4 inch Gauge Length Specimens 
Test Test 
Tgmp . Specimen Poisson Ttrnp. Specimen Poisson 
( c) Numbel. Ratio ( c) Number Ratio 
THE SINGER COMPANY rn KEARFOTT DlVlSlON 
TABLE 0-2 - Kupton F, Poisson Ratios From Fiducial Pattern Tests 
on 4 inch Gauge Length Specimens 
Test Test 
T,emp. Specimen Poisson Temp. Specimen Poisson 
( c) Number Ratio (Oc) Number Ratio 
THE SINGER COMPANY + KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE D 3  - Teflon, Poisson Ratios from Fiducicll Paftern Tests 
on 4 inch Gauge Length Specimens 
Test Test. 
T p p .  Specimen Poisson Temp. Specimen Poisson 
( c) Number Ratio ( O c )  Number Ratio 
THE SINGER COMPANY 4 KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE 5 -4 - Tedlar, Poisson Ratios Frorn Fiducial Pattern Tests 
on 4 inch Gauge Length Specimens 
Test Test 
Tzmp . Specimen Poisson Temp. Specimen Poisson 
( (3 Number Ratio (Oc) Number Ratio 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE D-5 - PG -402, Poisson Rat!os from Fiducial Pattern Tests 
on 4 inch Gauge Length Specimens 
Test Test 
Temp. Specimen Poisson Temp. Specilnen Poisson 
(OC) Number Ratio (OC) Number Ratio 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT DIVISION 
VARlATfON OF TRANSVERSE/LONG ITUDINAL STRAIN RATIOS IN PLASTIC 
REG ION 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE E -1 - Kapton H Ratio of Transverse to Longitudinal Strains 
(cT/cL)  in  the Plastic Region 
Test Percent of Test Percent of 
Ttmp. Specimen E /C Fracture Temp. Specimen Frocture 
( C) Number T L Strain ( 3 ~ )  Number V'L strain 
THE SINGER COMPANY * KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE E -1 (continued) 
Test Percent of Test Percent of 
Temp. Specimen Fracture Temp, Specimen Fracture 
(*c, Numbor T" L Strain ('c) Number 5tmin 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEARFQTT DIVISION 
TABLE E-2 - Kapton F Ratio of Transverse to Longitudinal Strains 
( f  /E ) i n  Plastic Region T L 
Test Percent of Test Percent of 
Temp. Specimen Fracture Temp, Specimen Fracture 
(OC) Number ' T" L Strain (OC) Number 'T"L strain 
SHE SINGER COMPANY KEARFOTT DlVlSlON 
TABLE E-2 (Continued) 
Test Percent of Test Percent of 
Temp. Specimen Fracture Temp. Specimen Fracture 
(Oc) Number T'? Strain (OC) Number "L strain 
THE SINGER COMPANY 0 KEARFOTT DlVlSlClN 
TABLE E 3  - Teflon Ratio of Transvarso to Longitudinal Straln 
( c ~ / c  L) in Plastic Region 
Test Percent of Test Percant OF 
Temp. Specimen Fracture Temp, Specimen Fracture 
("c) Number ' T" I. Strain (OC) Number 'TI" strain 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEAnFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE E - 3  (C~ntinuod) 
Test Percanf o f  Test Percent of 
Temp, Specimen Fracture Tzmp. Specimen c / c  Fracture 
(Oc) Number ' T" L Straln ( C) Number T L Strain 
THE SINGER COMPANY rn KEARFOTT DIVISION 
TABLE E - 4  - Todlor Ratlo of imnrverss fe Lonyitudlnel Strains 
(cT/cL) In Plastic Region 
\ 
Test Percent of Ted Percent of 
Temp, Specirnon Fracture Tgmp. Specimen Fracture 
coo Number TI' 1 Strain ( C) Number 'T/\ -.- strain 
1 50 1 25 0,50 17.0 I00 1 09 0.17 4.9 
0.41 55.2 0.43 11.4 
0.45 62 ,9  0,45 35,8 
0 .39  78.1 0.41 55.3 
0,37 9 3 , 3  0.36 73,2 
0.40 92,7 
0,49 4.1 
0.50 10.3 110 0.34 .2  
0.50 26,8 - 9,O 
0,50 39.1 0,50 35.9 
0.48 55.7 0.43 59.1 
0.44 70.1 0.36 80.6 
0.40 82.4 0.33 98.5 
THE SINGER COMPANY KEAnFOTT DlVtSlON 
TABLE E 4 (Contlnuod) 
Test Percent of  f ost Porcant of 
Temp, Spocfman Fracture Temp. Speclmon c ,  ,c Fracture 
(Oc) Number StraIn (OC) Number f' L Strain 
25 73 0.50 41,3 -25 103 0 0 34 9 , 3  
0.44 64.6 0.25 37,3  
0,43 77,4 0,41 52.8 
0.42 90,4 0.45 68,3 
0.39 86,9 
75 0.57 25,4 0.41 99,4 
0,50 43,5 
0.45 65.3 1 Gb 0.17 9 , 6  
0.41 79,8 0.46 35 ,3  
0,39 97,9 0.44 51,3 
0.41 70.6 
76 0.50 30.6 0.40 80.2 
0,45 51,5 0 . 4  93.0 
0.37 72. h 
0.35 91.7 107 0.08 7.2 
0.46 46.3 
0.47 60.6 
0.48 74.9 
0.46 92.7 
